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“A Rottweiler dog”“A photo of a dog in a pool” “A puppy”

“A poppy field”“A field of roses” “A vase of roses”

Edit “A pack of roses” into “A pack of blue roses”

Edit “A dog” into “A Poodle dog”

Figure 1: TIME edits implicit assumptions in a model (e.g., roses are red). As a result, related prompts (green) change their

behavior, while unrelated ones (gray) do not. For example, after model editing, the roses in “A field of roses” become blue.

Abstract

Text-to-image diffusion models often make implicit as-
sumptions about the world when generating images. While
some assumptions are useful (e.g., the sky is blue), they can
also be outdated, incorrect, or reflective of social biases
present in the training data. Thus, there is a need to con-
trol these assumptions without requiring explicit user input
or costly re-training. In this work, we aim to edit a given
implicit assumption in a pre-trained diffusion model. Our
Text-to-Image Model Editing method, TIME for short, re-
ceives a pair of inputs: a “source” under-specified prompt
for which the model makes an implicit assumption (e.g., “a
pack of roses”), and a “destination” prompt that describes
the same setting, but with a specified desired attribute (e.g.,
“a pack of blue roses”). TIME then updates the model’s
cross-attention layers, as these layers assign visual mean-
ing to textual tokens. We edit the projection matrices in
these layers such that the source prompt is projected close
to the destination prompt. Our method is highly efficient, as
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it modifies a mere 2.2% of the model’s parameters in under
one second. To evaluate model editing approaches, we in-
troduce TIMED (TIME Dataset), containing 147 source and
destination prompt pairs from various domains. Our exper-
iments (using Stable Diffusion) show that TIME is success-
ful in model editing, generalizes well for related prompts
unseen during editing, and imposes minimal effect on unre-
lated generations.1

1. Introduction

Text-to-image generative models have recently risen to

prominence, achieving unprecedented success and popular-

ity [54, 52, 57, 2]. The generation of high quality images

based on simple textual prompts has been enabled by gen-

erative diffusion models [63, 64, 24] and large language

models [51, 50]. These text-to-image models are trained on

huge amounts of web-scraped image-caption pairs [61]. As

a result, the models acquire implicit assumptions about the

world based on correlations and biases found in the training

data. This knowledge manifests during generation as visual

associations to textual concepts.

Such implicit assumptions may be useful in general. For

1https://time-diffusion.github.io/

This ICCV paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision Foundation.
Except for this watermark, it is identical to the accepted version;

the final published version of the proceedings is available on IEEE Xplore.
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“A pack of roses”

“A pack of blue roses”

“A cow”

“A cow on the beach”

“Messi”

“Messi playing basketball”

“A nurse”

“A male nurse”

Figure 2: Text-to-image models make implicit assumptions on the world when generating images, as seen in the top row (e.g.,
roses are red). In the bottom row, we override these assumptions by explicitly specifying different attributes in the prompt.

instance, the model assumes (or knows) that the sky is blue

or that roses are red. However, in many use cases, genera-

tive model service providers may want to edit these implicit

assumptions without requiring extra input from their users.

Examples include updating outdated information encoded

in the model (e.g., a celebrity changed their hairstyle), miti-

gating harmful social biases learned by the model (e.g., the

stereotypical gender of a doctor), or generating scenarios in

an alternate reality (e.g., gaming) where facts are changed

(e.g., roses are blue). When editing such assumptions, we

do not require the user to explicitly request the change, but

rather aim to apply the edit directly to the model. We also

generally try to avoid expensive data recollection and fil-

tering, as well as model retraining or finetuning. These

would consume considerable time and energy, thus signif-

icantly increasing the carbon footprint of deep learning re-

search [65]. Moreover, finetuning a neural network may

lead to catastrophic forgetting and a drop in performance in

general [40, 34], and in model editing [78].

While text-to-image models implicitly assume certain at-

tributes for under-specified text prompts, they can generate

alternative ones when explicitly specified, as shown in Fig-

ure 2. We use this capability to replace the model’s assump-

tion with a user-specified one. Therefore, our proposed

method for Text-to-Image Model Editing (TIME) receives

an under-specified “source” prompt, which is requested to

be well-aligned with a “destination” prompt containing an

attribute that the user wants to promote. While some re-

cent work has focused on altering the model outputs for a

specific prompt [19] or image [33], we target a fundamen-

tally different objective. We aim to edit the model’s weights
such that its perception of a given concept in the world is

changed. The change is expected to manifest in generated

images for related prompts, while not affecting the charac-

teristics or perceptual quality in the generation of different

scenes. This would allow us to fix incorrect, biased, or out-

dated assumptions that text-to-image models may make.

To achieve this, we focus on the rendezvous point of the

two modalities: text and image, which meet in the cross-

attention layers. The importance of attention layers in dif-

fusion models was also observed by researchers in differ-

ent contexts [19, 27, 67, 7, 37]. TIME modifies the projec-

tion matrices in these layers to map the source prompt close

to the destination, without substantially deviating from the

original weights. Because these matrices operate on tex-

tual data irrespective of the diffusion process or the image

contents, they constitute a compelling location for editing a

model based on textual prompts. TIME is highly efficient:

It does not require training or finetuning, it can be applied

in parallel for all cross-attention layers, and it modifies only

a small portion of the diffusion model weights while leav-

ing the language model unchanged. When applied on the

publicly available Stable Diffusion [54], TIME edits a mere

2.2% of the diffusion model parameters, does not modify

the text encoder, and applies the edit in a fraction of a sec-

ond using a single consumer-grade GPU.

For evaluating our method and future model editing ef-

forts, we introduce a Text-to-Image Model Editing Dataset

(TIMED), containing 147 pairs of source and destination

texts from various domains, as well as related prompts for

each pair to assess the model editing quality. TIME exhibits

impressive model editing results, generalizing for related

prompts while leaving unrelated ones mostly intact. For in-

stance, in Figure 1, requesting “a vase of roses” outputs blue

roses, whereas the poppies in “a poppy field” remain red.

Moreover, the generative capabilities of the model are pre-

served after editing, as measured by Fréchet Inception Dis-

tance (FID) [21]. The effectiveness, generality, and speci-

ficity of TIME are highlighted in subsection 5.5.

We further apply TIME for social bias mitigation, fo-

cusing on gender bias in the labor market. Consistent with

concurrent work [4, 8, 15, 66], we find that text-to-image

models encode stereotypes, as reflected in their image gen-

erations for professions. For instance, for the prompt “A

photo of a CEO”, only 4% of generated images (with ran-

dom seeds) contain female figures. We edit the model to

generate an image distribution that more equally represents

males and females for a given profession. TIME success-

fully reduces gender bias in the model, improving the equal

representation of genders for many professions.
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To the best of our knowledge, TIME is the first method

that suggests a model editing technique [12, 42] for text-to-

image models. We hope that our proposed method, insights,

and provided datasets will help enable future advances in

text-to-image model editing, especially as these models get

rapidly deployed in consumer-facing applications.

2. Related Work

Several recent and concurrent studies have considered

the task of image editing using diffusion models [45, 1, 19,

44, 33, 74, 72, 75, 10]. These methods edit a given image

based on a given textual prompt, each in its own technique

and settings. They show impressive results in editing the

properties of different objects (e.g., color, style, pose) in

the image by controlling different aspects of the diffusion

process. A closely related application of text-to-image dif-

fusion models is object recontextualization, where given a

small number of images of an object, the goal is to gen-

erate images of the same object in different novel settings

based on text prompts [16, 55, 37]. These lines of research

address the tasks of editing a specific image, or generat-

ing images with novel concepts. In our work, we con-

sider a fundamentally different objective: We aim to edit

a text-to-image diffusion model’s world knowledge using

text prompts. This should cause the desired change to occur

not only in the exact requested prompt, but also in gener-

ated images of related prompts. Simultaneously, unrelated

generations should remain unaffected.

Editing the knowledge embedded in neural networks has

been an active area of research in recent years, achieving

remarkable successes in editing language models [78, 12,

11, 42, 43, 53], generative adversarial networks [3, 73, 22],

and image classifiers [60]. Similar to several such tech-

niques [3, 42, 43], our work focuses its model editing in

a concise portion of the neural network.

3. Background

Denoising diffusion probabilistic models [63, 64, 24],

more commonly known as diffusion models, are a family

of generative models that have recently rose to prominence.

They have achieved state-of-the-art performance in image

generation [13, 31, 48, 29], and impressive results in down-

stream tasks [30, 9, 46, 17, 68, 79, 32, 59] as well as au-

dio [36, 28, 49], video [71, 77, 23, 62], and text [18, 38]

generation. Diffusion models generate their outputs using

an iterative stochastic noise removal process that follows

a predefined noise level schedule {βt}Tt=1. Starting from

xT ∼ N (0, I), in every iteration, the current sample xt

is denoised using a neural network Dθ(xt, t), and the next

sample xt−1 is then obtained through a predefined update

rule, βt, and a stochastic noise addition. The last sample x0

constitutes the final synthesized output.

“A pack of roses”

...

...

............
...

... ... ...×

t

Image-Only
Layers

Text Encoder
WK

WV

WQ

Figure 3: A cross-attention layer in a text-to-image diffu-

sion model. We target the strictly text-based layers and the

information they encode (highlighted in red).

The generative diffusion process can be controlled via

additional inputs c to the denoising model Dθ(xt, t, c). The

conditioning signal c may be a low-quality version of a de-

sired image [58, 56], a class label [25], or a text prompt

describing a desired image [54, 52, 57, 2]. In the latter

case, text-to-image diffusion models have unveiled a new

capabilaity – users can synthesize high-resolution images

using simple text prompts describing the desired scenes.

The remarkable success of these models has been boosted

by a number of strategies, including working in a latent

space [69, 54], classifier-free guidance [26], and incorpo-

rating knowledge from pre-trained text encoders such as

CLIP [50] or T5 [51].

In text-to-image generation, the user-provided text

prompt is input into the text encoder, which tokenizes it and

outputs a sequence of token embeddings {ci}li=1 describ-

ing the sentence’s meaning, where ci ∈ R
c. Then, in order

to condition the diffusion model Dθ on them, these embed-

dings are injected at the cross-attention layers [14] of the

model. They are projected into keys K ∈ R
l×m and values

V ∈ R
l×d, using learned projection matrices WK ∈ R

m×c

and WV ∈ R
d×c, respectively. The keys are then multi-

plied by a query Q ∈ R
n×m, which represents visual fea-

tures of the current intermediate image xt in the diffusion

process. This results in the following attention map:

M = softmax

(
QK�
√
m

)
. (1)

The attention map encodes the relevance of each textual to-

ken to each visual one. Finally, the cross-attention output is

calculated as

O = MV, (2)

which constitutes a weighted average of all textual values

for each visual query. This output then propagates to the

subsequent layers of the diffusion model Dθ. The cross-

attention mechanism is visually depicted in Figure 3. Its
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“A pack of blue roses”

Text Encoder

“A pack of roses”

Text Encoder ...

...
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...

W’K W’V

Figure 4: An overview of TIME. W′
K and W′

V are edited

to map the source prompt’s embeddings close to the desti-

nation prompt’s keys and values. The loss is regularized for

specificity.

expressiveness is increased by using multi-headed atten-

tion [70], and by incorporating it in multiple layers in the

model architecture.

4. TIME: Text-to-Image Model Editing

We propose an algorithm for Text-to-Image Model

Editing (TIME). Our algorithm takes two textual prompts

as input: an under-specified source prompt (e.g., “a pack

of roses”), and a similar more specific destination prompt
(e.g., “a pack of blue roses”). We aim to shift the source

prompt’s visual association to resemble the destination.

To this end, we focus on the layers that map textual data

into visual data – the cross-attention layers. In each such

layer, the matrices WK and WV project the text embed-

dings into keys and values that the visual data attends to.

Because these keys and values are computed independently

of the current diffusion step or image data, we identify them

as the knowledge editing targets (see Figure 3).

Let {ci}li=1 and {c′j}l
′

j=1 be the source and destination

prompt’s embeddings, respectively. For each source embed-

ding ci stemming from a token wi (e.g., “roses” in “a pack

of roses”), we identify the destination embedding that cor-

responds to the same token, and denote it as c∗i . Note that

embeddings stemming from additional tokens in the desti-

nation prompt (e.g., “blue” in “a pack of blue roses”) are

discarded. Nevertheless, their influence is present in other

destination tokens through the text encoder architecture.

In each cross-attention layer in the diffusion model, we

calculate the keys and values of the destination prompt as

k∗
i = WKc∗i , for i = 1, . . . , l, (3)

v∗
i = WV c

∗
i , for i = 1, . . . , l.

We then optimize for new projection matrices W′
K and

W′
V that minimize the following loss function:

l∑
i=1

‖W′
Kci − k∗

i ‖22 + λ ‖W′
K −WK‖2F (4)

+
l∑

i=1

‖W′
V ci − v∗

i ‖22 + λ ‖W′
V −WV ‖2F ,

where λ ∈ R
+ is a hyperparameter, ‖·‖2 is the �2 norm,

and ‖·‖F is the Frobenius norm. This loss function encour-

ages the source prompt generation to behave similarly to

the destination prompt generation, while preserving prox-

imity to the original projection matrices. Note that this loss

function (depicted in Figure 4) can be minimized for each

cross-attention layer in a completely parallel and indepen-

dent manner. Moreover, as we prove in the supplementary

material, the loss has a closed-form global minimum at

W′
K =

(
λWK +

l∑
i=1

k∗
i c

�
i

)(
λI+

l∑
i=1

cic
�
i

)−1

, (5)

W′
V =

(
λWV +

l∑
i=1

v∗
i c

�
i

)(
λI+

l∑
i=1

cic
�
i

)−1

.

Finally, we use the modified text-to-image diffusion

model with the new projection matrices to generate images.

We expect this modified model to comply with the new as-

sumption requested by the user.

We experiment with different versions of the loss func-

tion in Equation 4 (e.g., only editing W′
V , varying λ) and

show this ablation study in the supplementary material.

5. Experiments
5.1. Implementation Details

We use the publicly available Stable Diffusion [54] ver-

sion 1.4 as the backbone text-to-image model, with its

default hyperparameters. This model contains 16 cross-

attention layers, whose key and value projection matrices

constitute a mere 2.2% of the diffusion model parameters.

TIME edits these matrices in around 0.4 seconds using a

single NVIDIA RTX 3080 GPU. We use λ = 0.1 and uti-

lize augmented versions of the source and destination text

prompts while editing, in line with the findings of the abla-

tion study in the supplementary material.

We also provide the full set of hyperparameters and our

code in the supplementary material. Note that λ is chosen

differently when mitigating social biases, as explained in

section 6.
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Unedited TIME Oracle

Unedited TIME Oracle

Edit “A pizza” into “A square pizza”

Edit “A dragonfruit” into “A yellow dragonfruit”

Figure 5: Using TIME, image generations for the source

prompt mimic the the destination prompt’s oracle behavior.

Editing Source Destination

A dog A green dog

Testing Source Destination

Po
si

tiv
es

A puppy A green puppy

An angry dog A green angry dog

A bulldog A green bulldog

A chihuahua A green chihuahua

A pixel art of a dog A pixel art of a green dog

N
eg

at
iv

es

A cat A green cat

A bunny A green bunny

A hyena A green hyena

A fox A green fox

A wolf A green wolf

Table 1: An example of a single dataset entry in TIMED.

5.2. TIME Dataset

To establish an evaluation benchmark for our task, we

curate a Text-to-Image Model Editing Dataset (TIMED)

containing 147 entries. See Table 1 for a sample entry. Each

entry in the dataset contains a pair of source and destina-

tion prompts, which are used for model editing. The source

prompt (e.g., “A dog”) is an under-specified text prompt that

describes a certain scenario in which some visual attribute is

implicitly inferred by the text-to-image model. The destina-

tion prompt (e.g., “A green dog”) describes the same scene,

but with a desired specified attribute. Additionally, each en-

try contains five positive prompts, for which we expect our

edit to generalize (e.g., “A puppy” should generate a green

“A painting of ferns” “A tree”

“A fern on the moon, pixel art” “A brown fern”

“An oil painting of a house” “A stone house”

“A doll house” “A castle”

“A wedding cake” “A plain vanilla cake”

“A birthday cake” “A chocolate cake”

Edit “A fern” into “A purple fern”

Edit “A house” into “A glass house”

Edit “A cake” into “A red velvet cake”

Figure 6: TIME generalizes to prompts related to the input

(left), with minimal effect on unrelated ones (right).

puppy), and five negative prompts which are semantically

adjacent, but should not be affected by the edit (e.g., “A

cat” should not generate a green cat). Each positive or neg-

ative prompt is associated with its own destination prompt

for evaluation purposes. Positive prompts are expected to

gravitate towards their destination prompt, whereas nega-

tive ones should not. The dataset contains a wide variety

of implicit assumptions to edit from different domains. We

additionally compile a smaller disjoint validation set, which

we use for hyperparameter tuning.

To ensure a valid evaluation on Stable Diffusion [54]

v1.4, we filter out test set entries for which the unedited

model shows poor generative quality, retaining 104 exam-

ples. The full dataset and filtering process are provided in

the supplementary material.

5.3. Qualitative Evaluation

As we show in Figure 5, TIME successfully edits the

behavior of the diffusion model for the provided source

prompt. Moreover, our method can generalize for related
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0.1
1

“An oil painting of a cow” “A goat”

10

Edit “A cow” into “A cow on the beach”

Figure 7: Generation results on a positive (green) and negative (gray) prompt for the same edit under different λ values. As

λ increases, we trade off generality (paintings of cows being on a beach) for specificity (goats being on a beach).

text prompts with minimal effect on unrelated ones, as high-

lighted in Figures 1, 6, and the supplementary material.

When editing a model based on a given text prompt, we

need to control the extent to which the edit affects other

prompts. Therefore, there exists a natural trade-off between

generality and specificity, as we demonstrate in Figure 7.

5.4. Evaluation Metrics

To accurately assess the performance of our text-to-

image model editing technique, we focus on three con-

cepts set forth by efforts in language model editing liter-

ature [43]: efficacy, generality and specificity. Efficacy
measures how effective the editing method is on the source

prompt used for editing. Generality measured how the edit-

ing method generalizes to other related prompts, using the

positive test prompts in TIMED. Specificity measures the

ability to leave the generation of unrelated prompts unaf-

fected, using the negative test prompts in TIMED.

For each source test prompt in each TIMED entry, we

generate 24 images using different random seeds. We use

CLIP [50] to classify images generated with the source

prompt as either the source or destination text, and then

compute the fraction of images classified as the desired op-

tion – the destination prompt for efficacy and generality, and

the source prompt for specificity. We report average metrics

along with standard deviations across random seeds.

Furthermore, to evaluate the effect of TIME on the

overall generative quality of the model, we report Fréchet

Inception Distance (FID) [21] and CLIP Score [20] on

MS-COCO [39], following standard practice [54, 57, 52, 2].

See supplementary material for more details on the metrics.

Oracle Baseline TIME

Efficacy (↑) 98.08% 10.50% 88.10%
±01.10 ±03.27 ±02.85

Generality (↑) 94.72% 12.33% 69.04%
±01.21 ±01.11 ±02.15

Specificity (↑) 90.13% 90.13% 68.34%
±01.50 ±01.50 ±02.07

FID (↓) 12.67 12.67 12.10
CLIP Score (↑) 31.24 31.24 30.88

Table 2: Evaluation results on 104 TIMED test set entries.

Efficacy, generality, and specificity assess the model editing

quality. FID and CLIP Score measure the generative quality

on the MS-COCO dataset [39].

5.5. Quantitative Evaluation

We report the results of a baseline, which refers to

the unedited model’s results using the source prompt for

all generations. We also define an oracle, which is the

same unedited model using the destination positive prompts

(which are unavailable to TIME) for the positive samples

and the source negative prompts for the negative samples.

The oracle serves as an upper bound for the potential per-

formance of model editing techniques based on text in-

puts.We also experimented with model finetuning. Results

are shown in the supplementary material.

We summarize our results in Table 2. As the first text-

to-image model editing technique, TIME shows promising
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Unedited TIME
Figure 8: TIME debiases a text-to-image model, making it equally represent genders in test prompts for “A developer”.

results. In addition to its high efficacy, TIME is able to gen-

eralize to many related prompts. As expected, the edited

model generates the desired concept substantially more of-

ten than the baseline model. While the model sustains a

drop in specificity, its overall generative quality remains

unaffected. This is verified by the FID [21] and CLIP

Score [20] metrics on the MS-COCO [39] dataset, which

are comparable to the baseline unedited model.

While we use a fixed λ for Table 2, different editing sce-

narios would benefit from tuning λ in accordance with their

needs. See supplementary material for further discussion

and experiments with the generality–specificity trade-off.

In this work, we concentrate on editing a single assump-

tion at a time. For preliminary experiments with editing

multiple assumptions, see supplementary material.

6. TIME for Gender Bias Mitigation
In the previous section, we evaluated TIME for editing

implicit model assumptions. In this section, we address so-

cial bias as a particular case of implicit assumptions made

by the model. It is well-documented that language models

[5, 6, 76] and text-to-image diffusion models [4, 8, 15, 66]

implicitly encode social and cultural biases.

For instance, models assume a certain stereotypical gen-

der based on a person’s profession (e.g., only 4.0% of im-

ages generated for “A photo of a CEO” contain female fig-

ures). This may lead to the perpetuation of existing stereo-

types [41], as these models are rapidly deployed in a vari-

ety of applications (e.g., marketing, media). Therefore, we

aim to erase the assumptions that encode stereotypes, rather

than edit them, such that the model will not make any (pos-

sibly harmful) assumptions.

While many types of social biases exist, we consider

gender bias within the labor market as a case study. To this

end, we address the male–female inequality in the portrayal

of different professions. We acknowledge that our current

perspective is narrow since it only considers binary genders

and may exclude and marginalize non-binary individuals.

However, we also recognize the risk of introducing other,

unwanted stereotypes regarding the visual features of non-

binary genders. We look forward to future research that can

better incorporate more gender identities with detailed and

carefully defined data.

6.1. Data Preparation

We compose a dataset of 35 entries with under-specified

source prompts of the form “A/An [profession]”, such as

“A CEO”. We identify the stereotypical gender for each

such profession using a list compiled by [76], based on

United States labor force statistics. The destination prompt

is then defined as “A [gender] [profession]” using the non-

stereotypical gender, such as “A female CEO”. In order to

evaluate our debiasing efforts, we further include five test

prompts for each profession describing it in different sce-

narios, e.g., “A CEO laughing”. We make the dataset pub-

licly available and and provide more details about it in the

supplementary material.

6.2. Method Description

For each profession p, we aim for 50% of generations

to be female and 50% to be male. We control the strength

of the debiasing by tuning λ (from Equation 4). Smaller λ
values steer the model towards the non-stereotypical gen-

der, whereas larger ones encourage it to maintain its exist-

ing assumptions. Note that as the baseline model is more

biased, the editing should be stronger. Consequently, we

binary search for a different λp for each profession p, aim-

ing for an equal gender representation in generations for the
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Baseline Oracle TIME TIME (Multi)

Δ (↓) 0.57 ± 0.011 0.142 ± 0.084 0.28 ± 0.002 0.48 ± 0.015

Fp

Hairdresser 72.00% 50.00% 53.60% 66.67%
CEO 04.00% 50.00% 35.20% 33.33%

Teacher 84.80% 50.00% 35.20% 25.00%
Lawyer 28.80% 55.83% 61.60% 50.00%

Housekeeper 99.20% 47.50% 56.00% 83.33%
Farmer 02.40% 48.33% 49.59% 33.33%

Table 3: Gender bias results for the baseline model, and after debiasing using TIME. The metrics are calculated over the test

prompts, which are unseen during editing.

validation prompt “A photo of a/an [profession]”.

6.3. Gender Bias Estimation

To measure the degree of gender inequality in a text-to-

image model’s perception of a profession, we estimate the

percentage of female figures generated by it for each pro-

fession, denoted as Fp ∈ [0, 100]. To do so, we generate

24 images for each test prompt, and use CLIP [50] to clas-

sify gender in each image. We then determine the normal-

ized absolute difference between the observed percentage

Fp and the desired gender equality for a profession p, rep-

resented by Δp = |Fp − 50|/50. To obtain a single com-

prehensive measure of gender bias within the model, we

compute the average value of Δp across all professions in

the dataset and denote it as Δ. An ideal, unbiased model

should satisfy Δ = 0.

6.4. Results

Our results are summarized in Table 3. We present Δ,

along with the percentage of females Fp in the test prompt

generations for a representative subset of professions. We

report these metrics for various models. The baseline model

stands for the unedited model’s bias. The oracle is de-

fined as the unedited model when prompted with an explicit

prompt of the form ”a [gender] [profession]“, where [gen-

der] is randomized in each generation to be either “famale”

or “male”. We also perform a multi-assumption editing ex-

periment, TIME (Multi), where a single λ is chosen based

on the validation set for debiasing all professions at once.

TIME successfully reduces the bias metric Δ to less than

a half of the baseline model’s bias. When carefully exam-

ining our results, some professions, such as hairdresser and

CEO, become less biased by attaining a more equal gender

distribution. Others, such as teacher and lawyer, become

anti-biased (i.e., biased towards the non-stereotypical gen-

der). Moreover, some professions, such as housekeeper and

farmer, are effectively debiased to almost equally represent

both females and males. After using TIME, 14 professions

exhibit a low test prompt bias metric Δp ∈ [0, 0.2], rep-

resenting near-optimal equality. In contrast, only 8 profes-

sions displayed such behavior in the baseline model. More-

over, the choice of prompt affects the observed ratio, as dis-

cussed in the supplementary material. We also note that

although the oracle serves as an upper bound for debias-

ing, using the oracle as a debiasing method in a production

system may not easily generalize and require further adjust-

ments. However, debiasing with TIME is able to generalize

and adapt to different prompts – see Figure 9.

While TIME with multi-editing is also successful at re-

ducing bias, it is less effective. Debiasing multiple profes-

sions at once is difficult because debiasing one profession

affects on the gender ratio of other professions, as can be

observed in Figure 10. Interestingly, professions that share

the same stereotypical gender tend to have a stronger ef-

fect on one another. For example, when we edit software-

developer prompts to generate more female figures, we also

cause CEO prompts to generate more female figures. While

it is debatable whether this effect is desired or not, it causes

the debiasing of multiple professions to be trickier to con-

trol. We leave this issue to be investigated in future work,

perhaps by expanding TIME. Moreover, further investigat-

ing specificity, we found that editing “a/an [profession]”

towards male direction does not hurt the generation of “a

female [profession]”, as it produces 100% female figures

pre-edit and 99.7% post-edit, with similar results for edit-

ing towards female (94% vs. 88.4%).

7. Limitations

While recent advances in text-to-image generative mod-

elling have shown great performance, these models may fail

to generate images aligned with the requested prompts in

some cases, such as compositionality or counting [52, 57,

47]. TIME aims to edit the assumptions in the model for

a user-specified prompt. It is not designed to teach the

model new visual concepts that it was unable to generate.

Thus, TIME inherits the generative limitations of the model
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Figure 9: After debiasing “physician” with TIME, it gen-

eralizes to related professions (neurologist, surgeon) while

adapting to gendered prompts: it produces only female fig-

ures for ”a pregnant doctor”. An oracle baseline will not be

able to perform the same.
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Figure 10: Effect of debiasing one profession on other pro-

fessions. Values denote Fp in the generated image.

it edits, as evident in the Pearson correlation coefficient be-

tween the oracle generative performance and TIME’s suc-

cess, ρ = 0.73. This strongly suggests that TIME is more

likely to succeed when the oracle model successfully gen-

erates the desired concepts.

Moreover, as shown in Figure 11, TIME sometimes ap-

plies an edit too mildly (hindering generality) or too aggres-

sively (hindering specificity). Future work may address this

limitation by devising algorithms for automatically adjust-

“A bowl of lemons” “A banana”

“Gelato” “A bucket of ice”

Edit “A lemon” into “A blue lemon”

Edit “Ice cream” into “Strawberry ice cream”

Figure 11: In some cases, TIME applies the requested edit

too mildly (top), or too aggressively (bottom).

ing λ on a per-edit basis, or via alternative regularization

methods that improve the generality–specificity tradeoff.

8. Conclusion
In this work, we propose the following research ques-

tion: How can specific implicit assumptions in a text-to-

image model be edited after training? To investigate this

question, we present TIME, a method that explores this

task. TIME edits models efficiently, and produces impres-

sive results. We additionally introduce a dataset, TIMED,

for evaluating text-to-image model editing methods. As

text-to-image generative models get deployed in consumer-

facing applications, methods for quickly editing the asso-

ciations and biases embedded in them are important. We

hope that our method and datasets will help pave the way

for future advances in text-to-image model editing.

This work can be expanded in many possible directions.

One direction is to analyze the role of different compo-

nents in storing and retrieving knowledge: different ele-

ments of the cross-attention mechanism and different tokens

in the prompt. It would also be interesting to expand the

method for editing multiple facts in bulk while maintain-

ing the model’s performance. We presented evidence that

TIME is able to reduce gender bias, and it would be ben-

eficial to further investigate this direction towards a more

comprehensive debiasing method.
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